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Copying from the Dry-Erase Board 

 
General Information: Copying from a textbook or the dry-erase board are important skills.  Shifting gaze 

from the board and back down to the paper can be difficult for students who are distractible or have 
vision problems.  Refer the student to the school nurse for screening if you have concerns about the 

student’s vision.  Be sure that the student wears glasses if he/she has them.  
 

Instructional Recommendations: 

● Position the student facing the board.  Eight feet is usually the best distance, but he/she may 

need to be closer or farther.  Allow the student to use a clipboard in his/her lap if it helps.  Be 

sure there are no distracting students or objects in the student’s line of sight.  Eliminate 
distractions on the student’s desk.  Be sure that the board is adequately lit.  If using an overhead 
projector, be sure that the student has adequate light on his/her desk.   Break copying into 

shorter sessions to avoid eye fatigue.  Encourage the student to ask questions if he/she is 
confused. 

● Reduce visual distractions on the board (posters, spelling words, etc.).  Make sure that the dry-

erase board is well cleaned and that there is high contrast between the board and the marker 
(i.e. not yellow marker on a white board.).  Write large enough to be seen clearly from the back 

of the room.  Leave spaces between words.  Use a consistent format.  Teach the student to use 
a photocopied form with spaces for the student to fill in words. 

● Use colored markers to make a box around important words or write them in a different color. 

Write each sentence in a different color.  Use ruled lines on the board and have the student 
copy onto lined paper to help with organization. 

● Determine whether copying is important to the lesson.  Is the amount or difficulty of copying 

appropriate for the student, or can it be eliminated?   Can the student be provided with a 
photocopy of the material instead?   Let the student use a computer or alphasmart if it is more 

efficient. 
 

Additional Classroom Activities or Strategies to Support the Development of the Skill: 

● Teach the student how to copy in “chunks” – a few letters or one word at a time – instead of 

looking up and down for each letter. 

● Give the student a desktop model of the text.  Position the model above the writing paper, as 

up and down eye movement is easier than side to side.  Make sure print is large enough to read 
easily.  Teach student to slide a ruler or card down the model to keep track of the line of text 

they are copying, or use a piece of paper with a window cut in it to block off everything but the 
word being copied.  Use a cookbook or typing stand to hold the model in a vertical position.  

The model can be gradually moved farther away. 
● Allow the use of a copy of notes from a peer.  Have a peer help the student copy by showing 

him what to copy, proofreading his notes, or reading the text from the board. 

 

 


